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Valuation techniques should reflect what market participants 
would use. (Doug Potts-Commerce Bank)



 Institution should review current valuations
 New appraisals “may not be necessary”

 “updated appraisal or evaluation”

 Internal evaluation update assumptions

 Reflects current economic/market conditions

 Regulatory Considerations
 Interagency Guidelines

 FASB and IVS requirements

Measuring Special Assets



Challenges in Creating a New Valuation Product

 Will the product produce a useable conclusion?

 Is something less than a full appraised value acceptable?

 Is there a client who will order the product?

 Will an appraiser be willing to provide the product?

 Will the appraiser be afraid of Regulators?

 Is the data reasonably available?

 Is there an ability to make the product available on a large scale 
basis?

 Technologically

 Are there enough appraisers available to do the work? 









Trend Tracker has the following characteristics. 

 Uses the same basic format as other appraisal forms that appraisers are 
already familiar with.  

 Completing the form is essentially the same process of doing a regular 
appraisal.

 The form can be completed using:

 DataMaster or 

 the data spreadsheet can be populated manually. (Copy/Paste)

 Provides a quick visual view of the original appraised value relative to 
the original comps….It becomes a forensic tool.

 Using all the historical comparables in the neighborhood, the 
(appraiser selected) current comps give a good indication of what the 
market trends are.



Trend Tracker has the Following Characteristics. 

 Using local appraisers who are familiar with the local neighborhood.

 Used as a quick view of what the trends are for this particular type of 
property. 

 It shows the comps used on the original appraisal and current 
comps.

 It shows the comps not used.

 It shows the data without any adjustments.

 Assuming data is available, the tool can be used for various types of 
properties. 

 Residential, Vacant Land, Industrial, Office, Retail Space, etc.
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